RSA® IDENTITY GOVERNANCE & LIFECYCLE

BULK APPLICATION CREATION - IMPLEMENTATION BLUEPRINT

AT-A-GLANCE:
A simple, packaged solution, which RSA Professional Services have created to reduce implementation time and cost. This solution follows RSA's recommended practices.

Why?
- Lower administration cost when onboarding multiple applications
- Reduce the time and effort needed to complete large amounts of work

What?
- Provide a bulk creation ability to RSA IGL clients

How?
- Provide users with a simple process to follow for bulk application creation
- Includes a new workflow for simple execution within the IGL user interface.

OVERVIEW:
The goal of this Implementation Blueprint is to enable IGL clients to create new applications, quickly and easily. We remove the need to manually create each application individually and instead create applications from a list, in bulk.

Using this blueprint can save time, money and reduce the risk of mistakes, which could occur with manual application creation.

A common use case of this implementation blueprint is when a client is either new to RSA IGL or they have a project to onboard multiple new applications. This blueprint will help to perform these tasks as quickly, easily and efficiently as possible.

This blueprint is only intended for clients who are looking to create more than 20+ new applications at a time.

KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS:
High level use cases which can be achieved with the help of this solution are:

- Create multiple new applications within RSA IGL, in bulk.

For more details, please contact your local RSA Sales representative or RSA Solution Principle.

SUPPORTED VERSIONS*
This has been validated to work on:
- RSA IGL v7x, governance only module needed

*Please always check and confirm, as this solution may have been updated since this was created.